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ABSTRACT
Humans are capable of attributing latent mental contents such as beliefs or in-
tentions to others. The social skill is critical in daily life for reasoning about the
potential consequences of others’ behaviors so as to plan ahead. It is known that
humans use such reasoning ability recursively by considering what others believe
about their own beliefs. In this paper, we start from level-1 recursion and introduce
a probabilistic recursive reasoning (PR2) framework for multi-agent reinforcement
learning. Our hypothesis is that it is beneficial for each agent to account for how the
opponents would react to its future behaviors. Under the PR2 framework, we adopt
variational Bayes methods to approximate the opponents’ conditional policies, to
which each agent finds the best response and then improve their own policies. We
develop decentralized-training-decentralized-execution algorithms, namely PR2-Q
and PR2-Actor-Critic, that are proved to converge in the self-play scenarios when
there exists one Nash equilibrium. Our methods are tested on both the matrix game
and the differential game, which have a non-trivial equilibrium where common
gradient-based methods fail to converge. Our experiments show that it is critical to
reason about how the opponents believe about what the agent believes. We expect
our work to contribute a new idea of modeling the opponents to the multi-agent
reinforcement learning community.
1 INTRODUCTION
In the long journey of creating artificial intelligent (AI) that mimics human intelligence, a hallmark
of an AI agent is its capabilities of understanding and interacting with other agents (Lake et al.,
2017). At the cognitive level, the real-world intelligent entities (e.g. rats, humans) are born to be
able to reason about various properties of interests of others (Tolman, 1948; Pfeiffer & Foster, 2013).
Those interests usually indicates unobservable mental state including desires, beliefs, and intentions
(Premack & Woodruff, 1978; Gopnik & Wellman, 1992). In everyday life, people use this inborn
ability to reason about others’ behaviors (Gordon, 1986), plan effective interactions (Gallese &
Goldman, 1998), or match with the folk psychology (Dennett, 1991). It is known that people can
use this reasoning ability recursively; that is, they engage in considering what others believe about
their own beliefs. A number of human social behaviors have been profiled by the recursion reasoning
ability (Pynadath & Marsella, 2005). Behavioral game theorist and experimental psychologist believe
that reasoning recursively is a tool of human cognition that is equipped with evolutionary advantages
(Camerer et al., 2004; 2015; Goodie et al., 2012; Robalino & Robson, 2012).
Traditional approach of constructing the models of other agents, also known as opponent modeling,
has a rich history in the multi-agent learning (Shoham et al., 2007; Albrecht & Stone, 2018). Even
though equipped with modern machine learning methods that could enrich the representation of
the opponent’s behaviors (He et al., 2016), those algorithms tend to only work either under limited
types of scenarios (e.g. mean-field games (Yang et al., 2018)), pre-defined opponent strategies (e.g.
Tit-fot-Tat in iterated Prisoner’s Dilemma (Foerster et al., 2018)), or in cases where opponents are
assumed to constantly return to the same strategy (Da Silva et al., 2006). Recently, a promising
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methodology from game theory – recursive reasoning – has become popular in opponent modeling
(Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee, 2000; Camerer et al., 2004; Gmytrasiewicz & Doshi, 2005; De Weerd
et al., 2013b). Similar to the way of thinking adopted by humans, recursive reasoning represents the
belief reasoning process where each agent considers the reasoning process of other agents, based
on which it expects to make better decisions. Importantly, it allows an opponent to reason about the
modeling agent rather than being a fixed type; the process can therefore be nested in a form as "I
believe that you believe that I believe ...". Despite some initial trails (Gmytrasiewicz & Doshi, 2005;
Von Der Osten et al., 2017), there has been little work that tries to adopt this idea into the multi-agent
deep reinforcement learning (DRL) setting. One main reason is that computing the optimal policy is
prohibitively expensive (Doshi & Gmytrasiewicz, 2006; Seuken & Zilberstein, 2008).
In this paper, we introduce a probabilistic recursive reasoning (PR2) framework for multi-agent DRL
tasks. Unlike previous work on opponent modeling, each agent here considers how the opponents
would react to its potential behaviors, before it tries to find the best response for its own decision
making. By employing variational Bayes methods to model the uncertainty of opponents’ conditional
policies, we develop decentralized-training-decentralized-execution algorithms, PR2-Q and PR2-
Actor-Critic, and prove the convergence in the self-play scenarios when there exists only one Nash
equilibrium. Our methods are tested on the matrix game and the differential game. The games come
with a non-trivial equilibrium where conventional gradient-based methods find challenging. We
compare against multiple strong baselines. The results justify the unique value provided by agent’s
recursive reasoning capability throughout the learning. We expect our work to offer a new angel on
incorporating conditional opponent modeling into the multi-agent DRL context.
2 RELATED WORK
Game theorists take initiatives in modeling the recursive reasoning procedures (Harsanyi, 1962; 1967).
Since then, alternative approaches, including logics-based models (Bolander & Andersen, 2011;
Muise et al., 2015) or graphical models (Doshi et al., 2009; Gal & Pfeffer, 2003; 2008), have been
adopted. Recently, the idea of Theory of Mind (ToM) (Goldman et al., 2012) from cognitive science
becomes popular. An example of ToM is the "Recursive Modeling Method" (RMM) (Gmytrasiewicz
et al., 1991; Gmytrasiewicz & Durfee, 1995; 2000), which incorporates the agent’s uncertainty about
opponent’s exact model, payoff, and recursion depth. However, these methods follow the decision-
theoretic approaches, and are studied in the limited context of one-shot games. The environment is
relatively simple and the opponents are not RL agents.
The Interactive POMDP (I-POMDP) (Gmytrasiewicz & Doshi, 2005) implements the idea of ToM
to tackle the multi-agent RL problems. It extends the partially observed MDP (Sondik, 1971) by
introducing an extra space of models of other agents into the MDP; as such, an agent can build belief
models about how it believes other agents know and believe. Despite the added flexibility, I-POMDP
has limitations in its solvability (Seuken & Zilberstein, 2008). Solving I-POMDP with N models
in each recursive level with K maximum level equals to solving O(NK) PODMPs. Such inherent
complexity requires high precision on the approximation solution methods, including particle filtering
(Doshi & Gmytrasiewicz, 2009), value iteration (Doshi & Perez, 2008), or policy iteration (Sonu &
Doshi, 2015). Out work is different from I-POMDP in that we do not adjust the MDP; instead, we
provide a probabilistic framework to implement the recursive reason in the MDP. We approximate the
opponent’s conditional policy through variational Bayes methods. The induced PR2-Q and PR2-AC
algorithms are model-free and can practically be used as the replacement to other multi-agent RL
algorithms such as MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017).
Our work can also be tied into the study of opponent modeling (OM) Albrecht & Stone (2018). OM
is all about shaping the anticipated movements of the other agents. Traditional OM can be regarded as
level-0 recursive reasoning in that OM methods model how the opponent behaves based on the history,
but not how the opponent would behave based on what I would behave. In general, OM methods
have two major limitations. One is that OM tends to work with a pre-defined target of opponents; for
example, fictitious play (Brown, 1951) and joint-action learners (Claus & Boutilier, 1998) require
opponents play stationary strategies, Nash-Q (Hu & Wellman, 2003) require all agents play towards
the Nash equilibrium, so do Correlated Q-learning (Greenwald et al., 2003), Minimax-Q (Littman,
1994), and Friend-or-foe Q (Littman, 2001). These algorithms become invalid if the opponents
change their types of policy. The other major limitation is that OM algorithms require to know the
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⇡i(ai|s)
<latexit sha1_base64="9K/RTgBV+CUaKdW437 /SsOT/JZ0=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorlJHFokUqS5WwwFgJBsYi0YfUhuK4TmvVcSLbQVQhv8L CAEKs/Agbf4PTdoCWI92ro3Pula+PH3OmtON8Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t6+fVBqqSiRhDZJxCPZ8bGinA na1Exz2oklxaHPadsfX+Z++4FKxSJxqycx9UI8FCxgBGsj9e1SpRezu5RlVZz3J3Va6dtlp+ZMgZaJO yfleiUI7gGg0be/eoOIJCEVmnCsVNd1Yu2lWGpGOM2KvUTRGJMxHtKuoQKHVHnp9PYMnRhlgIJImhIa TdXfGykOlZqEvpkMsR6pRS8X//O6iQ4uvJSJONFUkNlDQcKRjlAeBBowSYnmE0MwkczcisgIS0y0iat oQnAXv7xMWmc116m5N265fgUzFOAIjqEKLpxDHa6hAU0g8AjP8ApvVma9WO/Wx2x0xZrvHMIfWJ8/doG Vig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bfhHlZEH2kNRVUf5CS DdNfbhYsc=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeoYwsFi1SWaqEBcZKMDAWiT6kNlSO67ZWHSeyHUQV8is sDCDEyo+w8Tc4bQZoOdK9OjrnXvn6+BFnSjvOt1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7MNyW4WxJLRFQh7Kro8V5U zQlmaa024kKQ58Tjv+9CrzOw9UKhaKOz2LqBfgsWAjRrA20sAuV/sRu09YWsNZf1Jn1YFdcerOHGiVu DmpQI7mwP7qD0MSB1RowrFSPdeJtJdgqRnhNC31Y0UjTKZ4THuGChxQ5SXz21N0apQhGoXSlNBorv7e SHCg1CzwzWSA9UQte5n4n9eL9ejSS5iIYk0FWTw0ijnSIcqCQEMmKdF8ZggmkplbEZlgiYk2cZVMCO7 yl1dJ+7zuOnX31q00rvM4inAMJ1ADFy6gATfQhBYQeIRneIU3K7VerHfrYzFasPKdI/gD6/MHWkWT+g= =</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9K/RTgBV+CUaKdW437 /SsOT/JZ0=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL3hWcorlJHFokUqS5WwwFgJBsYi0YfUhuK4TmvVcSLbQVQhv8L CAEKs/Agbf4PTdoCWI92ro3Pula+PH3OmtON8Wyura+sbm4Wt4vbO7t6+fVBqqSiRhDZJxCPZ8bGinA na1Exz2oklxaHPadsfX+Z++4FKxSJxqycx9UI8FCxgBGsj9e1SpRezu5RlVZz3J3Va6dtlp+ZMgZaJO yfleiUI7gGg0be/eoOIJCEVmnCsVNd1Yu2lWGpGOM2KvUTRGJMxHtKuoQKHVHnp9PYMnRhlgIJImhIa TdXfGykOlZqEvpkMsR6pRS8X//O6iQ4uvJSJONFUkNlDQcKRjlAeBBowSYnmE0MwkczcisgIS0y0iat oQnAXv7xMWmc116m5N265fgUzFOAIjqEKLpxDHa6hAU0g8AjP8ApvVma9WO/Wx2x0xZrvHMIfWJ8/doG Vig==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bfhHlZEH2kNRVUf5CS DdNfbhYsc=">AAAB+3icbVC7TsMwFL0pr1JeoYwsFi1SWaqEBcZKMDAWiT6kNlSO67ZWHSeyHUQV8is sDCDEyo+w8Tc4bQZoOdK9OjrnXvn6+BFnSjvOt1VYW9/Y3Cpul3Z29/YP7MNyW4WxJLRFQh7Kro8V5U zQlmaa024kKQ58Tjv+9CrzOw9UKhaKOz2LqBfgsWAjRrA20sAuV/sRu09YWsNZf1Jn1YFdcerOHGiVu DmpQI7mwP7qD0MSB1RowrFSPdeJtJdgqRnhNC31Y0UjTKZ4THuGChxQ5SXz21N0apQhGoXSlNBorv7e SHCg1CzwzWSA9UQte5n4n9eL9ejSS5iIYk0FWTw0ijnSIcqCQEMmKdF8ZggmkplbEZlgiYk2cZVMCO7 yl1dJ+7zuOnX31q00rvM4inAMJ1ADFy6gATfQhBYQeIRneIU3K7VerHfrYzFasPKdI/gD6/MHWkWT+g= =</latexit>
⇡ i(a i|s)
<latexit sha1_base64="IZiH9Q1U2AbRcLUkDk X2gEZuhpA=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1Je4bGxWLRIZaBKWGCsBANjkehDakNxXKe16jiR7SCVUPE rLAwgxMp/sPE3uGkHKBzp6h6dc698ffyYM6Ud58vKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW/b2TkNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFe VM0LpmmtNWLCkOfU6b/vB84jfvqFQsEtd6FFMvxH3BAkawNlLX3it1YnaTHrNxGWftQR2VunbRqTgZ0 F/izkixWgqCWwCode3PTi8iSUiFJhwr1XadWHsplpoRTseFTqJojMkQ92nbUIFDqrw0u36MDo3SQ0Ek TQmNMvXnRopDpUahbyZDrAdq3puI/3ntRAdnXspEnGgqyPShIOFIR2gSBeoxSYnmI0MwkczcisgAS0y 0CaxgQnDnv/yXNE4qrlNxr9xi9QKmyMM+HEAZXDiFKlxCDepA4B6e4AVerUfr2Xqz3qejOWu2swu/YH1 8A1NHlfg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g2+vr88Cl8ygeXHPnA 6L09rRdMI=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1Je4bGxWLRIZaBKWGCsBANjkehDakPluE5r1XEi20EqoeJ XWBhAiJX/YONvcNMO0HKkq3t0zr3y9fFjzpR2nG8rt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t79i7ew0VJZLQOol4JFs+Vp QzQeuaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sPLid+8p1KxSNzqUUy9EPcFCxjB2khd+6DUidldesrGZZy1R3VS6tpFp+JkQ IvEnZEizFDr2l+dXkSSkApNOFaq7Tqx9lIsNSOcjgudRNEYkyHu07ahAodUeWl2/RgdG6WHgkiaEhpl 6u+NFIdKjULfTIZYD9S8NxH/89qJDi68lIk40VSQ6UNBwpGO0CQK1GOSEs1HhmAimbkVkQGWmGgTWMG E4M5/eZE0ziquU3Fv3GL1ahZHHg7hCMrgwjlU4RpqUAcCD/AMr/BmPVkv1rv1MR3NWbOdffgD6/MHNwu UaA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZiH9Q1U2AbRcLUkDk X2gEZuhpA=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1Je4bGxWLRIZaBKWGCsBANjkehDakNxXKe16jiR7SCVUPE rLAwgxMp/sPE3uGkHKBzp6h6dc698ffyYM6Ud58vKLSwuLa/kVwtr6xubW/b2TkNFiSS0TiIeyZaPFe VM0LpmmtNWLCkOfU6b/vB84jfvqFQsEtd6FFMvxH3BAkawNlLX3it1YnaTHrNxGWftQR2VunbRqTgZ0 F/izkixWgqCWwCode3PTi8iSUiFJhwr1XadWHsplpoRTseFTqJojMkQ92nbUIFDqrw0u36MDo3SQ0Ek TQmNMvXnRopDpUahbyZDrAdq3puI/3ntRAdnXspEnGgqyPShIOFIR2gSBeoxSYnmI0MwkczcisgAS0y 0CaxgQnDnv/yXNE4qrlNxr9xi9QKmyMM+HEAZXDiFKlxCDepA4B6e4AVerUfr2Xqz3qejOWu2swu/YH1 8A1NHlfg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="g2+vr88Cl8ygeXHPnA 6L09rRdMI=">AAAB/XicbVC7TsMwFL0pr1Je4bGxWLRIZaBKWGCsBANjkehDakPluE5r1XEi20EqoeJ XWBhAiJX/YONvcNMO0HKkq3t0zr3y9fFjzpR2nG8rt7S8srqWXy9sbG5t79i7ew0VJZLQOol4JFs+Vp QzQeuaaU5bsaQ49Dlt+sPLid+8p1KxSNzqUUy9EPcFCxjB2khd+6DUidldesrGZZy1R3VS6tpFp+JkQ IvEnZEizFDr2l+dXkSSkApNOFaq7Tqx9lIsNSOcjgudRNEYkyHu07ahAodUeWl2/RgdG6WHgkiaEhpl 6u+NFIdKjULfTIZYD9S8NxH/89qJDi68lIk40VSQ6UNBwpGO0CQK1GOSEs1HhmAimbkVkQGWmGgTWMG E4M5/eZE0ziquU3Fv3GL1ahZHHg7hCMrgwjlU4RpqUAcCD/AMr/BmPVkv1rv1MR3NWbOdffgD6/MHNwu UaA==</latexit>
Mutual 
Effects
Perspective of Opponent:
⇡(ai, a i|s) ⇡i(a i|s)⇢i(ai|s, a i)
<latexit sha1_base64="6QsNs08dhmroptZrm55N79/qvic=">AAACMHicbZBNS8NAEIYnflu/qh69LLaCgpbEix4LCnpUsCo0bZ1sN3bpJht2N0qJ/Ule/Cl6UVDEq7/CTduDXy8svLzPDLMzQSK4Nq774oy NT0xOTc/MFubmFxaXissr51qmirIalUKqywA1EzxmNcONYJeJYhgFgl0E3YOcX9wwpbmMz0wvYY0Ir2MecorGRq3iUdlP+CY2+TbBZrbD+3d6i/iChQaVkrfE0mbOR8hXHdnMeD9P8mB7SLbKrWLJrbgDkb/GG5lStRyGVwBw0io++m1J04jFhgrUuu65iWlkqAyngvULfqpZgrSL16xubYwR041ssHCfbNikTUKp7IsNGaTfOzKMtO5Fga2M0HT0b5aH/7F6asL9RsbjJDUspsNBYSqIkSS/HmlzxagRPWuQKm7/SmgHFVJjb1y wR/B+r/zXnO9WPLfinXql6iEMNQNrsA6b4MEeVOEYTqAGFO7hCV7hzXlwnp1352NYOuaMelbhh5zPL2JKqrY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0/Hz+trc4RToMcGv7lxWzy1yEw=">AAACMHicbZDNSsNAFIUn9b/+RV26GWwFBS2JG10KCrqsYKvQpOVmOmkHJ5kwM1FK7CO58VF0o6CIW5/CSZuFWi8MHM53L3fuCRLOlHacV6s 0NT0zOze/UF5cWl5ZtdfWm0qkktAGEVzI6wAU5SymDc00p9eJpBAFnF4FNyc5v7qlUjERX+pBQv0IejELGQFtrI59VvUStgNttoehne2z4b3axR6noQYpxR02tJ3zAnmyL9oZG+ZObuyNyW61Y1ecmjMqPCncQlRQUfWO/eR1BUkjGmvCQamW6yTaz0BqRjgdlr1U0QTIDfRoy8gYIqr8bHTwEG8bp4tDIc2LNR65PycyiJQaRIHpjED31V+Wm/+xVqrDIz9jcZJqGpPxojDlWAucp4e7TFKi+cAIIJKZv2LSBwlEm4zLJgT378m TonlQc52ae+FWjk+LOObRJtpCO8hFh+gYnaM6aiCCHtAzekPv1qP1Yn1Yn+PWklXMbKBfZX19A0YOqSY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="6QsNs08dhmroptZrm55N79/qvic=">AAACMHicbZBNS8NAEIYnflu/qh69LLaCgpbEix4LCnpUsCo0bZ1sN3bpJht2N0qJ/Ule/Cl6UVDEq7/CTduDXy8svLzPDLMzQSK4Nq774oy NT0xOTc/MFubmFxaXissr51qmirIalUKqywA1EzxmNcONYJeJYhgFgl0E3YOcX9wwpbmMz0wvYY0Ir2MecorGRq3iUdlP+CY2+TbBZrbD+3d6i/iChQaVkrfE0mbOR8hXHdnMeD9P8mB7SLbKrWLJrbgDkb/GG5lStRyGVwBw0io++m1J04jFhgrUuu65iWlkqAyngvULfqpZgrSL16xubYwR041ssHCfbNikTUKp7IsNGaTfOzKMtO5Fga2M0HT0b5aH/7F6asL9RsbjJDUspsNBYSqIkSS/HmlzxagRPWuQKm7/SmgHFVJjb1y wR/B+r/zXnO9WPLfinXql6iEMNQNrsA6b4MEeVOEYTqAGFO7hCV7hzXlwnp1352NYOuaMelbhh5zPL2JKqrY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="o0/Hz+trc4RToMcGv7lxWzy1yEw=">AAACMHicbZDNSsNAFIUn9b/+RV26GWwFBS2JG10KCrqsYKvQpOVmOmkHJ5kwM1FK7CO58VF0o6CIW5/CSZuFWi8MHM53L3fuCRLOlHacV6s 0NT0zOze/UF5cWl5ZtdfWm0qkktAGEVzI6wAU5SymDc00p9eJpBAFnF4FNyc5v7qlUjERX+pBQv0IejELGQFtrI59VvUStgNttoehne2z4b3axR6noQYpxR02tJ3zAnmyL9oZG+ZObuyNyW61Y1ecmjMqPCncQlRQUfWO/eR1BUkjGmvCQamW6yTaz0BqRjgdlr1U0QTIDfRoy8gYIqr8bHTwEG8bp4tDIc2LNR65PycyiJQaRIHpjED31V+Wm/+xVqrDIz9jcZJqGpPxojDlWAucp4e7TFKi+cAIIJKZv2LSBwlEm4zLJgT378m TonlQc52ae+FWjk+LOObRJtpCO8hFh+gYnaM6aiCCHtAzekPv1qP1Yn1Yn+PWklXMbKBfZX19A0YOqSY=</latexit>

Perspective of Agent i<latexit sha1_base64="+Ltucwlah3u6tTozHWQ46Gp8Zz0=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7Bro50BLSwjmgskS5idnE2GzM4uM7NCWPIINhZKsLHwZWztfBsnl0ITfxj4+P9zmHNOkAiujet +Oyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwruNUMayxWMSqGVCNgkusGW4ENhOFNAoENoLB9SRvPKLSPJYPZpigH9Ge5CFn1FjrvsRLnULRLbtTkWXw5lC8+hyP3wGg2il8tbsxSyOUhgmqdctzE+NnVBnOBI7y7VRjQtmA9rBlUdIItZ9NRx2RU+t0SRgr+6QhU/d3R0YjrYdRYCsjavp6MZuY/2Wt1ISXfsZlkhqUbPZRmApiYjLZm3S5QmbE0AJlittZCetTRZmx18nbI3iLKy9D/bzsuWXvzitWbmCmHBzDCZyBBxdQgVuoQg0Y9OAJXuD VEc6zM3beZqUrzrznCP7I+fgBYR+QIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j39h6TpjA+3rmTGxWTs97UboLCU=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZxDKghWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgo bm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3Mz9zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqqiOihX3Jq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uw2s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvap5b8+69SuM2j6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnSeXHenY9 la8HJZ07hD5zPH4bRjUg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="+Ltucwlah3u6tTozHWQ46Gp8Zz0=">AAAB6nicbZC7SgNBFIbPeo3xFrW0GUwEq7Bro50BLSwjmgskS5idnE2GzM4uM7NCWPIINhZKsLHwZWztfBsnl0ITfxj4+P9zmHNOkAiujet +Oyura+sbm7mt/PbO7t5+4eCwruNUMayxWMSqGVCNgkusGW4ENhOFNAoENoLB9SRvPKLSPJYPZpigH9Ge5CFn1FjrvsRLnULRLbtTkWXw5lC8+hyP3wGg2il8tbsxSyOUhgmqdctzE+NnVBnOBI7y7VRjQtmA9rBlUdIItZ9NRx2RU+t0SRgr+6QhU/d3R0YjrYdRYCsjavp6MZuY/2Wt1ISXfsZlkhqUbPZRmApiYjLZm3S5QmbE0AJlittZCetTRZmx18nbI3iLKy9D/bzsuWXvzitWbmCmHBzDCZyBBxdQgVuoQg0Y9OAJXuD VEc6zM3beZqUrzrznCP7I+fgBYR+QIg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="j39h6TpjA+3rmTGxWTs97UboLCU=">AAAB6nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFhPBKtzZxDKghWVE8wHJEfY2e8mSvb1jd04IR36CjYUitv4iO/+Nm+QKTXww8Hhvhpl5QSKFQdf9dgo bm1vbO8Xd0t7+weFR+fikbeJUM95isYx1N6CGS6F4CwVK3k00p1EgeSeY3Mz9zhPXRsTqEacJ9yM6UiIUjKKVHqqiOihX3Jq7AFknXk4qkKM5KH/1hzFLI66QSWpMz3MT9DOqUTDJZ6V+anhC2YSOeM9SRSNu/Gxx6oxcWGVIwljbUkgW6u+JjEbGTKPAdkYUx2bVm4v/eb0Uw2s/EypJkSu2XBSmkmBM5n+TodCcoZxaQpkW9lbCxlRThjadkg3BW315nbSvap5b8+69SuM2j6MIZ3AOl+BBHRpwB01oAYMRPMMrvDnSeXHenY9 la8HJZ07hD5zPH4bRjUg=</latexit> :
⇡(ai, a i|s) ⇡i(ai|s)⇢ i(a i|s, ai)
<latexit sha1_base64="Ll377vlpynLGxThYmnp+57rcoXI=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqunQTbIUKWmbc6LKggksFq0KnrXfSjA1mJkOSUcrYL3Ljr+hCUBG3fobpVMHXgcDhnHO5uSdIBNfGdZ+ckdG x8YnJqenCzOzc/EJxcelEy1RRVqdSSHUWoGaCx6xuuBHsLFEMo0Cw0+Byd+CfXjGluYyPTS9hzQgvYh5yisZK7eJ+2U94BVt8g2Ar2+T9G71OfMFCg0rJa2LdVu5b3VddmWcqX9ENS3h/vdwultyqm4P8Jd4nKdXKYXgOAIft4oPfkTSNWGyoQK0bnpuYZobKcCpYv+CnmiVIL/GCNSyNMWK6meXn9smaVToklMq+2JBc/T6RYaR1LwpsMkLT1b+9gfif10hNuNPMeJykhsV0uChMBTGSDLojHa4YNaJnCVLF7V8J7aJCamzDBVu C9/vkv+Rkq+q5Ve/IK9X2YIgpWIFVqIAH21CDAziEOlC4hXt4hhfnznl0Xp23YXTE+ZxZhh9w3j8AZxmpqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KzwBo9QahhkLST4cWISfr9R8GjM=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVaooGXGjS4LKrisYB/QacudNGNDM5MhyShl7Be58Vd0IaiIWz/DdFpBqwcCh3PO5eYeL+JMadt+sTJ z8wuLS9nl3Mrq2vpGfnOrrkQsCa0RwYVseqAoZyGtaaY5bUaSQuBx2vAGp2O/cUOlYiK80sOItgO4DpnPCGgjdfPnRTdiJeiwAwyd5JCN7tQ+djn1NUgpbrFxO6lvdFf2RZopfUcPDGGj/WI3X7DLdgr8lzhTUkBTVLv5J7cnSBzQUBMOSrUcO9LtBKRmhNNRzo0VjYAM4Jq2DA0hoKqdpOeO8J5RetgX0rxQ41T9OZFAoNQw8EwyAN1Xs95Y/M9rxdo/aScsjGJNQzJZ5Mcca4HH3eEek5RoPjQEiGTmr5j0QQLRpuGcKcGZPfk vqR+VHbvsXDqFytm0jizaQbuohBx0jCroAlVRDRF0jx7RK3qzHqxn6936mEQz1nRmG/2C9fkFSt2oGg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Ll377vlpynLGxThYmnp+57rcoXI=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFL3j2/qqunQTbIUKWmbc6LKggksFq0KnrXfSjA1mJkOSUcrYL3Ljr+hCUBG3fobpVMHXgcDhnHO5uSdIBNfGdZ+ckdG x8YnJqenCzOzc/EJxcelEy1RRVqdSSHUWoGaCx6xuuBHsLFEMo0Cw0+Byd+CfXjGluYyPTS9hzQgvYh5yisZK7eJ+2U94BVt8g2Ar2+T9G71OfMFCg0rJa2LdVu5b3VddmWcqX9ENS3h/vdwultyqm4P8Jd4nKdXKYXgOAIft4oPfkTSNWGyoQK0bnpuYZobKcCpYv+CnmiVIL/GCNSyNMWK6meXn9smaVToklMq+2JBc/T6RYaR1LwpsMkLT1b+9gfif10hNuNPMeJykhsV0uChMBTGSDLojHa4YNaJnCVLF7V8J7aJCamzDBVu C9/vkv+Rkq+q5Ve/IK9X2YIgpWIFVqIAH21CDAziEOlC4hXt4hhfnznl0Xp23YXTE+ZxZhh9w3j8AZxmpqg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KzwBo9QahhkLST4cWISfr9R8GjM=">AAACLnicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wVaooGXGjS4LKrisYB/QacudNGNDM5MhyShl7Be58Vd0IaiIWz/DdFpBqwcCh3PO5eYeL+JMadt+sTJ z8wuLS9nl3Mrq2vpGfnOrrkQsCa0RwYVseqAoZyGtaaY5bUaSQuBx2vAGp2O/cUOlYiK80sOItgO4DpnPCGgjdfPnRTdiJeiwAwyd5JCN7tQ+djn1NUgpbrFxO6lvdFf2RZopfUcPDGGj/WI3X7DLdgr8lzhTUkBTVLv5J7cnSBzQUBMOSrUcO9LtBKRmhNNRzo0VjYAM4Jq2DA0hoKqdpOeO8J5RetgX0rxQ41T9OZFAoNQw8EwyAN1Xs95Y/M9rxdo/aScsjGJNQzJZ5Mcca4HH3eEek5RoPjQEiGTmr5j0QQLRpuGcKcGZPfk vqR+VHbvsXDqFytm0jizaQbuohBx0jCroAlVRDRF0jx7RK3qzHqxn6936mEQz1nRmG/2C9fkFSt2oGg==</latexit>
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Figure 1: Probabilistic recursive reasoning framework. PR2 decouples the connections between
agents by Eq. 3. 1©: agent i takes the best response after considering all the potential consequences of
opponents’ actions given its own action ai . 2©: how agent i behaves in the environment serves as the
prior for the opponents to learn how their actions would affect ai . 3©: similar to 1©, opponents take
the best response to agent i. 4©: similar to 2©, opponents’ actions are the prior knowledge to agent i
on estimating how ai will affect the opponents. Looping from step 1 to 4 forms recursive reasoning.
exact (Nash) equilibrium policy of the opponent during training. Typical examples include the series
of WoLF models (Bowling, 2005; Bowling & Veloso, 2001a; 2002) or the Nash-Q learning (Hu
& Wellman, 2003), both of which require the Nash Equilibrium at each stage game to update the
Q-function. By contrast, our proposed methods, PR2-Q & PR2-AC, do not need to pre-define the
type of the opponents. Neither do our methods require to know the equilibrium beforehand.
Despite the recent success of applying deep RL algorithms on the single-agent discrete (Mnih et al.,
2015) and continuous (Lillicrap et al., 2015) control problems, it is still challenging to transfer
these methods into the multi-agent RL context. The reason is because learning independently while
ignoring the others in the environment will simply break the theoretical guarantee of convergence
(Tuyls & Weiss, 2012). A modern framework is to maintain a centralized critic (i.e. Q-network)
during training, e.g. MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017), BiCNet (Peng et al., 2017), and multi-agent
soft Q-learning (Wei et al., 2018); however, they require strong assumptions that the parameters of
agent policies are fully observable, letting alone the centralized Q-network potentially prohibits the
algorithms from scaling up. By contrast, our approach employs decentralized training with no need
to maintain a central critic; neither does it require to know the exact opponents’ policies.
3 PRELIMINARIES
For an n-agent stochastic game (Shapley, 1953), we define a tuple (S,A1, . . . ,An, r1, . . . , rn, p, γ),
where Sdenotes the state space, p is the distribution of the initial state, γ is the discount factor for
future rewards, Ai and r i = r i(s, ai, a−i) are the action space and the reward function for agent
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} respectively. Agent i chooses its action ai ∈ Ai according to the policy piiθ i (ai|s)
parameterized by θi conditioning on some given state s ∈ S. Let us define the joint policy as the
collection of all agents’ policies piθ with θ representing the joint parameter. It is convenient to
interpret the joint policy from the perspective of agent i such that piθ = (piiθ i (a
i|s), pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s)),
where a−i = (a j)j 6=i , θ−i = (θ j)j 6=i , and pi−iθ−i (a
−i|s) is a compact representation of the joint policy
of all complementary agents of i. At each stage of the game, actions are taken simultaneously. Each
agent is presumed to pursue the maximal cumulative reward (Sutton et al., 1998), expressed as
max ηi(piθ) = E
[ ∞∑
t=1
γtr i(st, ait, a
−i
t )
]
, (1)
with (ait, a
−i
t ) sample from (piiθ i, pi
−i
θ−i ). Correspondingly, for the game with (infinite) time horizon,
we can define the state-action Q-function by Qipiθ (st, a
i
t, a
−i
t ) = E
[∑∞
l=0 γ
lr i(st+l, ait+l, a
−i
t+l)
]
.
3.1 NON-CORRELATED FACTORIZATION ON THE JOINT POLICY
In the multi-agent learning tasks, each agent can only control its own action; however, the resulting
reward value depends on other agents’ actions. The Q-function of each agent, Qipiθ , is subject to the
joint policy piθ consisting of all agents’ policies. One common approach is to decouple the joint
policy assuming conditional independence of actions from different agents (Albrecht & Stone, 2018):
piθ(ai, a−i|s) = piiθ i (ai|s)pi−iθ−i (a−i|s). (2)
The study regarding the topic of “centralized training with decentralized execution” in the deep RL
domain, including MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017), COMA (Foerster et al., 2017), MF-AC (Yang et al.,
3
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2018), Multi-Agent Soft-Q (Wei et al., 2018), and LOLA (Foerster et al., 2018), can be classified
into this category (see more clarifications in Appendix B). Although the non-correlated factorization
of the joint policy simplifies the algorithm, this simplication is vulnerable because it ignores the
agents’ connections, e.g. impacts of one agent’s action on other agents, and the subsequent reactions
from other agents. One might argue that during training, the joint Q-function should potentially
guide each agent to learn to consider and act for the mutual interests of all the agents; nonetheless,
a counter-example is that the non-correlated policy could not even solve the simplest two-player
zero-sum differential game where two agents act in x and y with the reward functions defined by
(xy,−xy). In fact, by following Eq. 2, both agents are reinforced to trace a cyclic trajectory that
never converge to the equilibrium (Mescheder et al., 2017).
It is worth clarifying that the idea of non-correlated policy is still markedly different from the
independent learning (IL). IL is a naive method that completely ignore other agents’ behaviors. The
objective of agent i is simplified to ηi(piθ i ), depending only on i’s own policy piθ i compared to Eq. 1.
As Lowe et al. (2017) has pointed out, in IL, the probability of taking a gradient step in the correct
direction decreases exponentially with the increasing number of agents, letting alone the major issue
of the non-stationary environment due to the independence assumption (Tuyls & Weiss, 2012).
4 MULTI-AGENT PROBABILISTIC RECURSIVE REASONING
In the previous section, we have shown the weakness of the learning algorithms that build on the non-
correlated factorization on the joint policy. Here we introduce the probabilistic recursive reasoning
approach that aims to capture how the opponents believe about what the agent believes. Under
such setting, we devise a new multi-agent policy gradient theorem. We start from assuming the true
opponent conditional policy pi−i
θ−i is given, and then move onward to the practical case where it is
approximated through variational inference.
4.1 PROBABILISTIC RECURSIVE REASONING
The issue on the non-correlated factorization is that it fails to help each agent to consider the
consequence of its action on others, which could lead to the ill-posed behaviors in the multi-agent
learning tasks. On the contrary, people explicitly attribute contents such as beliefs, desires, and
intentions to others in daily life. It is known that human beings are capable of using this ability
recursively to make decisions. Inspired by this, here we integrate the concept of recursive reasoning
into the joint policy modeling, and propose the new probabilistic recursive reasoning (PR2) framework.
Specifically, we employ the nested process of belief reasoning where each agent simulates the
reasoning process of other agents, thinking about how its action would affect others, and then make
actions based on such predictions. The process can be nested in a form as "I believe [that you believe
(that I believe)]". Here we start from considering the level-1 recursion, as psychologist have found
that humans tend to reason on average at one or two level of recursion (Camerer et al., 2004), and
levels higher than two do not provide significant benefits (De Weerd et al., 2013a;b; de Weerd et al.,
2017). Based on this, we re-formulate the joint policy by
piθ(ai, a−i|s) = piiθ i (ai|s)pi−iθ−i (a−i|s, ai)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Agent i’s perspective
= pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s)piiθ i (ai|s, a−i)︸ ︷︷ ︸
The opponents’ perspective
. (3)
Similar ways of decomposition can also be found in dual learning (Xia et al., 2017) on machine
translation. From the perspective of agent i, the first equality in Eq. 3 indicates that the joint policy
can be essentially decomposed into two parts. The conditional part pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai) represents what
actions would be taken by the opponents given the fact that the opponents know the current state of
environment and agent i’s action; this is based on what agent i believes other opponents might think
about itself. Note that the way of thinking developed by agent i regarding how others would consider
of itself is also shaped by opponents’ original policy pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s), as this is also how the opponents
actually act in the environment. Taking into account different potential actions that agent i thinks the
opponents would take, agent i uses the marginal policy piiθ i (a
i|s) to find the best response. To this
end, a level-1 recursive procedure is established: ai → a−i → ai . The same inference logic can be
applied to the opponents from their perspectives, as shown in the second equality of Eq. 3.
Albeit intuitive, Eq. 3 may not be practical due to the requirement on the full knowledge regarding
the actual conditional policy pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai). A natural solution is that one approximates the actual
4
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Figure 2: Diagram of multi-agent PR2 learning algorithms. It conducts decentralized training with
decentralized execution. The light grey panels on two sides indicate decentralized execution for each
agent whereas the white counterpart shows the decentralized learning procedure. All agents share the
interaction experiences in the environment inside the dark rectangle in the middle.
policy via a best-fit model from a family of distributions. We denote this family as ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai)
with learnable parameter φ−i . PR2 is probabilistic as it considers the uncertainty of modeling
pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai). The reasoning structure is now established as shown in Fig. 1. With the recursive
joint policy defined in Eq. 3, the n-agent learning task can therefore be formulated as
argmax
θ i,φ−i
ηi
(
piiθ i (a
i|s)ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai)
)
, (4)
argmax
θ−i,φi
η−i
(
pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s)ρiφi (ai|s, a−i)
)
. (5)
With the new learning protocol defined in Eq. 4 and 5, each agent now learns its own policy as
well as the approximated conditional policy of other agents given its own actions. In such a way,
both the agent and the opponents can keep track of the joint policy by piiθ i (a
i|s)ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) →
piθ(ai, a−i|s) ← pi−iθ−i (a−i|s)ρiφi (ai|s, a−i). Once converged, the resulting approximate satistfies:
piθ(ai, a−i|s) = piiθ i (ai|s)ρ−iφ−i (a−i|s, ai) = pi−iθ−i (a−i|s)ρiφi (ai|s, a−i), according to Eq. 3.
4.2 PROBABILISTIC RECURSIVE REASONING POLICY GRADIENT
Given the true opponent policy pi−i
θ−i and that each agent tries to maximize its cumulative return in
the stochastic game with the objective defined in Eq. 1, we establish the policy gradient theorem by
accounting for the PR2 joint policy decomposition in Eq. 3.
Proposition 1. In a stochastic game, under the recursive reasoning framework defined by Eq. 3, the
update for the multi-agent recursive reasoning policy gradient method can be derived as follows:
∇θ iηi = Es∼p,ai∼pi i
[
∇θ i log piiθ i (ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i
]
. (6)
Proof. See Appendix B.2. 
Proposition 1 states that each agent should improve its policy toward the direction of the best response
after it takes into account all kinds of possibilities of how other agents would react if that action
is taken, which implicitly forms level-1 recursive reasoning. The term of pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai) can be
regarded as the posterior estimation of agent i’s belief about how the opponents would respond to
his action ai , given opponents’ true policy pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s) serving as the prior. Note that compared to
the direction of policy update in the conventional multi-agent policy gradient theorem (Wei et al.,
2018),
∫
a−i pi
−i
θ−i (a
−i|s)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i , the direction of the gradient update in PR2 is guided by
the term
∫
a−i pi
−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i which shapes reward after considering its affect to
opponents.
In practice, agent i might not have access to the opponents’ actual policy parameters θ−i , it is often
needed to approximate pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai) by ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai), thereby we propose Proposition 2.
Proposition 2. In a stochastic game, under the recursive reasoning framework defined by Eq. 3,
with the opponent policy approximated by ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai), the update for the multi-agent recursive
reasoning policy gradient method can be formulated as follows:
5
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∇θ iηi =Es∼p,ai∼pi i
[
∇θ i log piiθ i (ai|s) · Ea−i∼ρ−i
φ−i
[
pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai)
ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Q
i(s, ai, a−i)
]]
. (7)
Proof. Substituting the approximated model ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) for the true policy pi−iθ−i in Eq. 6. 
Proposition 2 raises an important point: the difference between decentralized training (algorithms
that do not require the opponents’ policies) with centralized learning (algorithms that require the
opponents’ policies) can in fact be quantified by a term of importance weights, similar to the
connection between on-policy and off-policy methods. If we find a best-fit approximation such that
ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai)→ pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai), then Eq.7 collapses into Eq. 6.
Based on Proposition 2, we could provide multi-agent PR2 learning algorithm. As illustrated in
Fig. 2, it is a decentralized-training-with-decentralized-execution algorithm. In this setting, agents
share the experiences in the environment including state and historical joint actions, while each agent
receive its rewards privately. Our method does not require the knowledge of other agents’ policy
parameters. We list the pseudo-code of PR2-AC and PR2-Q in Appendix A. Finally, one last piece
missing is how to find the best-fit approximation of ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai).
4.3 VARIATIONAL INFERENCE ON OPPONENT CONDITIONAL POLICY
We adopt an optimization-based approximation to infer the unobservable ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) via vari-
ational inference (Jordan et al., 1999). We first define the trajectory τ up to time t including the
experiences of t consecutive time stages, i.e. τ = [(s1, ai1, a
−i
1 ), . . . , (st, a
i
t, a
−i
t )]. In the probabilistic
reinforcement learning (Levine, 2018), the probability of τ being generated can be derived as
p(τ) =
[
p(s1)
T∏
t=1
p(st+1|st, ait, a−it )
]
exp
(
T∑
t=1
r i(st, at, a−it )
)
. (8)
Assuming the dynamics is fixed (i.e. the agent can not influence the environment transition prob-
ability), our goal is then to find the best approximation of piiθ i (a
i
t |st)ρ−iφ−i (a−it |st, ait) such that the
induced trajectory distribution pˆ(τ) can match with the true trajectory probability p(τ):
pˆ(τ) = p(s1)
T∏
t=1
p(st+1|st, ait, a−it )piiθ i (ait |st)ρ−iθ−i (a−it |st, ait). (9)
In other words, we can optimize the opponents’ policy ρ−i
φ−i via minimizing the KL-divergence, i.e.
DKL(pˆ(τ)‖p(τ)) = −Eτ∼pˆ(τ)[log p(τ)− log pˆ(τ)]
= −
t=T∑
t=1
Eτ∼pˆ(τ)
[
r i
(
st, ait, a
−i
t
)
+H
(
piiθ i
(
ait |st
)
ρ−i
φ−i
(
a−i|st, ait
))]
. (10)
Besides the reward term, the objective introduces an additional term of the conditional entropy on
the joint policy H
(
piiθ i
(
ait |st
)
ρ−i
φ−i
(
a−i|st, ait
))
that potentially promotes the explorations for both
the agent i’s best response and the opponents’ conditional policy. Note that the entropy here is
conditioning not only on the state st but also on agent i’s action. Minimizing Eq. 10 gives us:
Theorem 1. The optimal Q-function for agent i that satisfies minimizing Eq. 10 is formulated as:
Qipiθ (s, a
i) = log
∫
a−i
exp(Qipiθ (s, a
i, a−i)) da−i . (11)
And the corresponding optimal opponent conditional policy reads:
ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) = 1
Z
exp(Qipiθ (s, a
i, a−i)−Qipiθ (s, ai)) (12)
Proof. See Appendix C. 
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(a) IGA dynamics.
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(b) PR2-Q dynamics.
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Figure 3: Learning paths on the iterated matrix game. Figure (a): IGA; (b)–(d): PR2-Q.
Theorem 1 states that the learning of ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) can be further converted to mini-
mizing the KL-divergence between the estimated policy ρ−i
φ−i and the advantage function:
DKL
(
ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai)
∥∥∥ exp(Qi(s, ai, a−i)−Qi(s, ai))). We can obtain a solution to Eq. 12 by
maintaining two Q-functions, and then iteratively update them. We prove the convergence under
self-play when there is one equilibrium. This leads to a fixed-point iteration that resembles value
iteration.
Theorem 2. In a symmetric game with only one equilibrium, and the equilibrium meets one of
the conditions: 1) the global optimum, i.e. Epi∗
[
Qit(s)
] ≥ Epi [Qit(s)]; 2) a saddle point, i.e.
Epi∗
[
Qit(s)
] ≥ Epi iEpi−i∗ [Qit(s)] or Epi∗ [Qit(s)] ≥ Epi i∗Epi−i [Qit(s)]; where Q∗ and pi∗ are the
equilibrium value function and policy, respectively. The PR2 soft value iteration operator defined by:
TQi(s, ai, a−i) , r i(s, ai, a−i) + γEs′,(a′)i∼ps,pi i
[
log
∫
(a′)−i
exp
[
Qi(s′, (a′)i, (a′)−i)
]
d(a′)−i
]
,
is a contraction mapping.
Proof. See Appendix D. 
4.4 SAMPLING IN CONTINUOUS ACTION SPACE
In continuous controls, getting the actions from the opponent policy ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) is challenging.
In this work, we follow Haarnoja et al. (2017) to adopt the amortized Stein Variational Gradient
Descent (SVGD) (Liu & Wang, 2016; Wang & Liu, 2016) in sampling from the soft Q-function. Com-
pared to MCMC, Amortized SVGD is a computationally-efficient way to estimate ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai).
Thanks to SVGD, agent i is able to reason about potential consequences of opponent bavhaviors∫
a−i pi
−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i , and finally find the corresponding best response.
5 EXPERIMENTS
We evaluate the performance of PR2 methods on the iterated matrix games, differential games, and
particle world environment. Those games can by design have a non-trivial equilibrium that requires
certain levels of intelligent reasonings between agents. We compared our algorithm with a series of
baselines. In the matrix game, we compare against IGA (Infinitesimal Gradient Ascent) (Singh et al.,
2000). In the differential games, the baselines from multi-agent learning algorithms are MASQL
(Multi-Agent Soft-Q) (Wei et al., 2018) and MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017). We also including
independent learning algorithms implemented through DDPG (Lillicrap et al., 2015). To compare
against traditional method of opponent modeling, we include one baseline that is based on DDPG
but with one additional opponent modeling unit that is trained in an online and supervised way to
learn the most recent opponent policy, which is then fed into the critic. Similar approach has been
implemented by Rabinowitz et al. (2018) in realizing machine theory of mind. Besides, we applied
centralized Symplectic Gradient Adjustment (SGA) (Balduzzi et al., 2018) optimization for DDPG
agents (DDPG-SGA), which has recently been found to help converge to a local equilibrium quickly.
For the experiment settings, all the policies and Q-functions are parameterized by the MLP with 2
hidden layers, each with 100 units ReLU activation. The sampling network ξ for the ρ−i
φ−i in SGVD
follows the standard normal distribution. In the iterated matrix game, we trained all the methods
including the baselines for 500 iterations. In the differential game, we trained the agents for 350
iterations with 25 steps per iteration. For the actor-critic methods, we set the exploration noise to 0.1
in first 1000 steps, and the annealing parameters for PR2-AC and MASQL are set to 0.5 to balance
between the exploration and acting as the best response.
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Figure 4: Max of Two Quadratic Game.
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(a) DDPG.
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(b) DDPG-OM.
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(c) DDPG-SGA.
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(d) MADDPG.
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(e) MASQL.
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(f) PR2-AC / DDPG.
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(g) PR2-AC / DDPG-OM.
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(h) PR2-AC / MADDPG.
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(i) PR2-AC / MASQL.
Figure 5: The learning path of Agent 1 (x-axis) vs. Agent 2 (y-axis).
5.1 ITERATED MATRIX GAME
In the matrix game, the payoffs are defined by: R1 =
[
0 3
1 2
]
, and R2 =
[
3 2
0 1
]
. These
exists the only Nash Equilibrium at (0.5, 0.5). This game has been intensively investigated in multi-
agent studies (Bowling & Veloso, 2001a;b). One reason is that in solving the Nash Equilibrium for
this game, simply taking simultaneous gradient steps on both agent’s value functions will present
the rotational behaviors on the gradient vector field; this leads to an endlessly iterative change of
behaviors. Without considering the consequence of one agent’s action on the other agent beforehand,
it is challenging for both players to find the equilibrium. Similar issue has been found on training the
GANs (Goodfellow et al., 2014; Mescheder et al., 2017)
The results are shown in Fig. 3. As expected, IGA fails to converge to the equilibrium but rotate
around the equilibrium point. On the contrary, our method can find precisely the central equilibrium
with a fully distributed fashion (see Fig. 3b). The convergence can also be justified by the agents’
policies in Fig. 3c, and the opponent’s policy that is maintained by each agent in Fig. 3d.
5.2 DIFFERENTIAL GAME
We adopt the same differential game, the Max of Two Quadratic Game, as Panait et al. (2006);
Wei et al. (2018). The agents have continuous action space of [−10, 10]. Each agent’s reward
depends on the joint action following the equations: r1
(
a1, a2
)
= r2
(
a1, a2
)
= max ( f1, f2) , where
f1 = 0.8× [−( a1+53 )2 − ( a
2+5
3 )
2], f2 = 1.0× [−( a1−51 )2 − ( a
2−5
1 )
2] + 10. The task poses a great
challenge to general gradient-based algorithms because gradient tends to points to the sub-optimal
solution. The reward surface is shown in Fig. 4a; there is a local maximum 0 at (−5,−5) and a
global maximum 10 at (5, 5), with a deep valley staying in the middle. If the agents’ policies are
initialized to (0, 0) (the red starred point) that lies within the basin of the left local maximum, the
gradient based methods would tend to fail to find the global maximum equilibrium point due to the
8
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Figure 6: Performance of PR2-AC on the Particle World environment. Each bar shows the 0 − 1
normalized score for agent in cooperative navigation task and the normalized advantage score (agent
reward - adversary reward) in a set of competitive tasks. Higher score is better.
valley blocking the upper right area. The pathology of finding a suboptimal Nash equilibrium is also
called relative over-generalization (Wei & Luke, 2016).
We present the results in Fig. 4b, PR2-AC shows superior performance that manages to converge
to the global equilibrium, while all the other baselines fall into the local basin on the left, except
that the MASQL has small chance to find the optimal point. On top of the convergence result, it is
worth noting that as the temperature annealing is required for energy-based RL methods, the learning
outcomes of MASQL are extremely sensitive to the way of annealing, i.e. when and how to anneal
the temperature to a small value during training is non-trivial. However, our method does not need
to tune the the annealing parameter at all because the each agent is acting the best response to the
approximated conditional policy, considering all potential consequences of the opponent’s response.
Interestingly, by comparing the learning path in Fig. 4a against Fig. 5(a-e) where the scattered blue
dots are the exploration trails at the beginning, we can tell that if the PR2-AC model finds the peak
point in joint action space, the agents can quickly go through the shortcut out of the local basin in a
clever way, while other algorithms just converge to the local equilibrium. This further justifies the
effectiveness and benefits of conducting recursive reasoning with opponents. Apart from testing in
the self-play setting, we also test the scenario when the opponent type is different. We pair PR2-AC
with all four baseline algorithms in Fig. 5(f-i). Similar result can be found, that is, algorithm that has
the function of taking into account the opponents (i.e. DDPG_OM & MADDPG) can converge to
the local equilibrium even though not global, while DDPG and MASQL completely fails due to the
inborn defect from the independent learning methods.
5.3 PARTICLE WORLD ENVIRONMENTS
We further test our method on the multi-state multi-player Particle World Environments (Lowe
et al., 2017). This includes four testing scenarios: 1) Cooperative Navigation with 3 agents and 3
landmarks. Agents are collectively rewarded based on the proximity of any agent to each landmark
while avoiding collisions; 2) Physical Deception with 1 adversary, 2 good agents, and 2 landmarks.
All agents observe the positions of landmarks and other agents. Only one landmark is the true target
landmark. Good agents are rewarded based on how close any of them is to the target landmark, and
how well they deceive the adversary; 3) Keep-away with 1 agent, 1 adversary, and 1 landmark. Agent
is rewarded based on distance to landmark. Adversary is rewarded if it push away the agent from the
landmark; 4) Predator-prey with 1 prey agent who moves faster try to run away from 3 adversary
predator who move slower but are motivated to catch the prey cooperatively.
The PR2 methods are compared against a series of the centralized MARL methods in Fig. 6. Under
the fully-cooperative setting (the left plot), PR2AC achieves the best performance over all baselines,
even though it is a decentralized algorithm that does not have access to the exact opponent policies.
Under the competitive settings where PR2AC rivals against the a set of adversary baselines, we find
that PR2AC learners can beat all the baselines, including DDPG, DDPG-OM, and MASQL. The only
exception is MADDPG, as it is suggested by the drop-down arrow. PR2AC performs particularly
bad on the physical deception task. We believe it is mainly because the centralized critic can access
the full knowledge of the exact policies of PR2-AC, but PR2-AC cannot access the models of its
opponents in the reversed way; this could place PR2-AC in an inferior position during testing time as
its deceptive strategy has been found out by the opponents already during training.
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6 CONCLUSION
Inspired by the recursive reasoning capability of human intelligence, in this paper, we introduce a
probabilistic recursive reasoning framework for multi-agent RL that follows "I believe that you believe
that I believe". We adopt variational Bayes methods to approximate the opponents’ conditional policy,
to which each agent finds the best response and then improve their own policy. The training and
execution is full decentralized and the resulting algorithms, PR2-Q and PR2-AC, converge in self-
play when there is one Nash equilibrium. Our results on three kinds of testing beds with increasing
complexity justify the advantages of learning to reason about the opponents in a recursive manner. In
the future, we plan to investigate other approximation methods for the PR2 framework, and test our
PR2 algorithm for the coordination task between AI agents such as coordinating autonomous cars
before the traffic light.
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APPENDIX
A DECENTRALIZED MULTI-AGENT PROBABILISTIC RECURSIVE REASONING ALGORITHMS
Algorithm 1 gives the step by step learning procedures for PR2-AC algorithm.
Algorithm 1: Multi-Agent Probabilistic Recursive Reasoning Actor Critic (PR2-AC).
Result: Policy:pii , Opponent Recursive Reasoning: ρ−i(a−i|s, ai).
1 Initialize parameters θi, φ−i, ωi for each agent i, and the random processN for action exploration.
2 Assign target parameters of joint action Q-function: ωi′ ← ωi , and target policy parameter: θi′ ← θi
3 Di ← empty replay buffer for each agent.
4 for each episode do
5 Initialize random processN for action exploration.
6 for each step t do
7 Given the current s, for each agent i, select action ai = µiθ i (s) +Nt ;
8 Take the joint action (ai, a−i) and observe own reward r i and new state s′;
9 Add the tuple (s, ai, a−i, r i, s′) in corresponding replay buffer Di;
10 s ← s′;
11 for each agent i do
12 Sample a random mini-batch {(s, aij, a−ij , r ij, s′j)}Nj=0 from Di;
13 Get ai′j = µ
i′
θ i for each state s
′
j ;
14 Sample {a−i′k, j }Mk=0 ∼ ρ−iφ−i (·|s′j, ai′j ) for each ai′j and s′j ;
15 Set yij = r
i
j + γ
1
M
∑M
k=0Q
i
µi′(s
′, ai′, a−i′k, j );
16 Update the critic by minimizing the lossL(ωi) = 1
N
∑N
j=0
(
yj −Qiµi (sj, aij, a−ij )
)2
;
17 Update the actor using the sampled policy gradient:
∇θ iηi ≈ 1N
N∑
j=0
∇θ i µi (sj)∇ai 1M
M∑
k=0
Qiµi (sj, a
i
j, a
−i
k, j);
18 Compute ∆ρ−i
φ−i using empirical estimation:
19
∆ρ−i
φ−i (·|s, ai) =Ea−it ∼ρ−iφ−i
[
κ
(
a−it , ρ
−i
φ−i
(·; st, ait))∇a˜−iQi (st, ait, a˜−i)∣∣a˜−i=a−it
+ κ
(
a˜−i, ρ−i
φ−i
(·; st, ait))∇a˜−i |a˜−i=a−it
]
,
20 where κ is a kernel function;
21 Compute empirical gradient ∇ˆφ−i Jρ−i ;
22 Update φ−i according to ∇ˆφ−i Jρ−i ;
23 end
24 Update target network parameters for each agent i:
25
θi′ ← λθi + (1− λ)θi′;
ωi′ ← λωi + (1− λ)ωi′;
26 end
27 end
The Algorithm 2 shows the variant of Decentralized Multi-Agent Probabilistic Recursive Reasoning.
We can simply approximate the ρ−i(a−i|s, ai) by counting:ρ−i(a−i|s, ai) = C(ai, a−i, s)/C(ai, s)
in tabular if the state-action space is small, where C is the counting function. It this case, an agent
15
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Algorithm 2: Multi-Agent Probabilistic Recursive Reasoning Q-Learning (PR2-Q).
1 x Result: Policy: pii , Opponent Recursive Reasoning: ρ−i(a−i|s, ai).
2 Initialize Qi(s, ai, a−i) arbitrarily, set α as the learning rate, γ as discount factor;
3 while not converge do
4 Given the current s, calculate the opponent best response ρ−i(a−i|s, ai) according to:
5
ρ−i(a−i|s, ai) = 1
Z
exp(Qi(s, ai, a−i)−Qi(s, ai))
6 Select and sample action ai based on the Recursive Reasoning ρ−i(a−i|s, ai);
7
softmax(
∫
a−i
ρ−i(a−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i))
8 Observing joint-action (ai, a−i), reward r i , and next state s′;
9
Qi(s, ai, a−i)← (1− α)Qi(s, ai, a−i) + α(r i + γV i(s′))
Qi(s, ai)← (1− α)Qi(s, ai) + α(r i + γV i(s′))
where,
V i(s) = max
ai
∫
a−i
ρ−i(a−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i)
10 end
only needs to learn a joint action Q-function, and if the game is static, our method would degenerate
to Conditional Joint Action Learning (CJAL) (Banerjee & Sen, 2007).
B MULTI-AGENT POLICY GRADIENT
B.1 MULTI-AGENT NON-CORRELATED POLICY GRADIENT
Since piθ
(
ai, a−i|s) = piiθ i (ai) pi−iθ−i (a−i|,ai) = pi−iθ−i (a−i|s) piiθ i (ai|s, a−i), piθ (ai, a−i|s) can be
factorized as piiθ i (a
i|s)pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s) if ai and a−i are non-correlated. We follow the policy gradient
formulation (Sutton et al., 2000; Wei et al., 2018) using Leibniz integral rule and Fubini’s theorem
which can give us Multi-Agent Non-correlated Policy Gradient:
ηi =
∫
s
∫
ai
∫
a−i
pi(ai, a−i|s)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i dai ds
=
∫
s
∫
ai
∫
a−i
pii(ai|s)pi−i(a−i|s)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i dai ds
=
∫
s
∫
ai
pii(ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i(a−i|s)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i dai ds.
(13)
Suppose the pii(ai) is parameterized by θi , and we apply the gradient over the ηi:
∇θ iηi =
∫
s
∫
ai
∇θ i piiθi (ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i(a−i|s)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i dai ds
=Es∼p,ai∼pi i [∇θ i log pii(ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i(a−i|s)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i].
(14)
In practice, off-policy is more data-efficient. In MADDPG (Lowe et al., 2017) and COMA (Foerster
et al., 2017), the replay buffer is introduced in a centralized deterministic actor-critic method for
off-policy training. They apply batch sampling to the centralized critic which gives the joint-action
Q-values:
∇θ iηi = Es,ai,a−i∼D[∇θ i µiθ i (ai|s)∇aiQi(s, ai, a−i)|ai=µi(s)]. (15)
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B.2 MULTI-AGENT RECURSIVE REASONING POLICY GRADIENT
Proposition 1. In a stochastic game, under the recursive reasoning framework defined by Eq. 3, the
update rule for the multi-agent recursive reasoning policy gradient method can be devised as follows:
∇θ iηi = Es∼p,ai∼pi i
[
∇θ i log piiθ i (ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i
θ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i
]
. (16)
Proof: As following.
If we apply the chain rule to factorize the joint policy to: piθ(ai, a−i|s) = piiθ i (ai|s)pi−iθ−i (a−i|s, ai).
Then, we can have multi-agent recursive reasoning objective function as:
ηi =
∫
s
∫
ai
∫
a−i
pi(ai, a−i|s)Qi(ai, a−i) da−i dai ds
=
∫
s
∫
ai
pii(ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i(a−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i dai ds.
(17)
Compare to Eq. 13, a−i in Eq. 17 is additionally conditioned on ai . We introduce agent i’a action
ai into other agents’s policies, leading to pi−i(a−i|s, ai). We now compute the policy gradient
analytically. Following the single agent Policy Gradient Theorem with Leibniz integral rule and
Fubini’s theorem, we get the multi-Agent Recursive Reasoning Policy Gradient:
∇θ iηi =Es∼p,ai∼pi i [∇θ i log pii(ai|s)
∫
a−i
pi−i(a−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i]. (18)
However, in practice, the agent may not get access to other agents’ policies. We need to infer the
other agents’ policies. We let ρ−iφ−i (a
−i|s, ai) denotes the parameterized opponent conditional policy
of agent i to approximate other agents policies, i.e, pi−i(a−i|s, ai). Then we have Decentralized
Multi-Agent Recursive Reasoning Policy Gradient comes as:
∇θ iηi ≈Es∼p,ai∼pi i [∇θ i log piiθ i (ai|s)
∫
a−i
ρ−iφ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i]
=Es∼p,ai∼pi i [∇θ i log piiθ i (ai|s)Qiρ−iφ−i (s, a
i)].
(19)
In Eq. 19, the gradient for agent i is scaled by Qi
ρ−iφ−i
(s, ai) =
∫
a−i ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai)Qi(s, ai, a−i) da−i .
The trajectories generated by updated policy would help to train ρ−iφ−i (a
−i|s, ai) and Qi(s, ai, a−i).
These steps form a Expectation-Maximization style learning procedures: first, fix ρ−iφ−i and
Qi(s, ai, a−i) to improve piiθ i (a
i|s); then, improve ρ−iφ−i and Qi(s, ai, a−i) by the trajectories gener-
ated by piiθ i (a
i|s). Furthermore, since PR2 method do not require opponents’ actual private policies,
Decentralized Multi-Agent Recursive Reasoning Policy Gradient can be decoupled from other agents’
on-policies or target policies. In other words, the training can be conducted in an off-policy fashion
by sampling mini-batches from the memory buffer D with the help of the learned ρ−iφ−i (a
−i|s, ai)
from Qi(s, ai, a−i). 
C OPPONENT CONDITIONAL POLICY INFERENCE VIA OPTIMAL TRAJECTORY
Theorem 1. The optimal Q-function for agent i that satisfies minimizing Eq. 10 is formulated as:
Qipiθ (s, a
i) = log
∫
a−i
exp(Qipiθ (s, a
i, a−i)) da−i . (20)
And the corresponding optimal opponent conditional policy reads:
ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i|s, ai) = 1
Z
exp(Qipiθ (s, a
i, a−i)−Qipiθ (s, ai)) (21)
Proof. As following.
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Follow the proof in Levine (2018); Haarnoja et al. (2017), we first give the overall distribution by:
p(τ) = [p(s1)
T∏
t=1
p(st+1|st, ait, a−it )] exp(
T∑
t=1
r i(st, at, a−it )). (22)
We can adopt an optimization-based approach to approximate the opponent conditional policy, in
which case the goal is to fit an approximation pi(ait, a
−i
t |st) ≈ pii(ait |st)ρ−i(a−it |st, ait) such that the
trajectory distribution,
pˆ(τ) = p(s1)
T∏
t=1
p(st+1|st, ait, a−it )piiθ i (ait |st)ρ−iθ−i (a−it |st, ait), (23)
has high likelihood to be observed. In the case of exact inference, as derived in the previous section,
DKL(pˆ(τ)‖p(τ)) = 0. However, due to the fact that agent can only access its own reward, the
approximated ρ−i may be affected by this constraint. We can therefore view the inference process as
minimizing the KL-divergence:
DKL(pˆ(τ)‖p(τ)) = −Eτ∼pˆ(τ)[log p(τ)− log pˆ(τ)]. (24)
Negating both sides and substituting, we get:
−DKL(pˆ(τ)‖p(τ)) = Eτ∼pˆ(τ)[log p(s1) +
T∑
t=1
(log p(st+1|st, at, a−it ) + r i(st, ait, a−it ))
− log p(s1)−
T∑
t=1
(log p(st+1|st, ait, a−it ) + log pi(ait, a−it |st))]
= Eτ∼pˆ(τ)[
T∑
t=1
r i(st, ait, a
−i
t )− log pi(ait, a−it |st)]
=
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼pˆ(st,ait,a−it ))[r
i(st, ait, a
−i
t )− log pi(ait, a−it |st)]
=
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼pˆ(st,ait,a−it ))[r
i(st, ait, a
−i
t )]
+ Est,ait∼pˆ(st )[H(ρ
−i(a−it |st, ait))] + Est∼pˆ(st )[H(pii(ait |st))],
(25)
where H is the entropy term. In the recursive case, we can rewrite the objective as follows:
Qi(s, ai) = log
∫
a−i
exp(Qi(s, ai, a−i)) da−i . (26)
This corresponds to a standard bellman backup with a soft maximization for the value function.
choosing optimal opponent recursive reasoning policy:
ρ−i(a−i|s, ai) = 1
Z
exp(Qi(s, ai, a−i)−Qi(s, ai)). (27)
Then we can have the objective function:
Ji(φ−i) =
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼pˆ(st,ait,a−it )[r
i(st, ait, a
−i
t )
+H(ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)) +H(piiθ i (ait |st))].
(28)
Then the gradient is then given by:
∇φ−i Ji(φ−i) =
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[∇φ−i log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)(
T∑
t′=t
r i(st′, ait′, a
−i
t′ )]
+∇φ−i
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[H(ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)) +H(piiθ i (ait |st))].
(29)
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The gradient of the entropy terms is given by:
∇φ−iH(ρ−iφ−i ) = −∇φE(st,ait )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[Ea−it ∼ρ−iφ−i (a−it |st,ait )[log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)]]
= −E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[∇φ log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)(1 + log ρ−iφ−i (a−it |st, ait)].
(30)
We can do the same for∇φ−iH(piiθ i ), and substitute these back we have:
∇φ−i Ji(φ−i) =
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[∇φ−i log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)
(
T∑
t′=t
r i(st′, ait′, a
−i
t′ )− log ρ−iφ−i (a−it′ |st, ait′)− log piiθ i (ait |st)− 1)].
(31)
The −1 comes from the derivative of the entropy terms, and replacing −1 with a state and self-action
dependent baseline b(st′, ait′) we can obtain the approximated gradient for φ:
∇φ−i Ji(φ−i) =
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[∇φ log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)
(
T∑
t′=t
r i(st′, ait′, a
−i
t′ )− log ρ−iφ−i (a−it′ |st′, ait′)− log piiθ i (ait′ |st′)− 1︸︷︷︸
baseline ignore
)]
≈
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[∇φ−i log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)
(r i(st, ait, a
−i
t )− log piiθ i (ait |st)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qit (st,a
i
t )−V it (st )
− log ρ−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Qit (st,a
i
t,a
−i
t )−Qit (st,ait )
+
T∑
t′=t+1
r i(st′, ait′, a
−i
t′ )− log ρ−iφ−i (a−it′ |st′, ait′)− log piiθ i (ait′ |st′)︸ ︷︷ ︸
≈Qit (st+1,ait+1,a−it+1)
)]
=
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[∇φ log ρ
−i
φ−i (a
−i
t |st, ait)
(r i(st′, ait′, a
−i
t′ ) +Q
i
t(st+1, a
i
t+1, a
−i
t+1)−Qit(st, ait, a−it ) + V it (st︸ ︷︷ ︸
ignore
))]
=
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[(∇φ−iQ
i
t(st, a
i
t, a
−i
t )−∇φ−iQit(st, ait))
(r i(st′, ait′, a
−i
t′ ) +Q
i
t(st+1, a
i
t+1, a
−i
t+1)−Qit(st, ait, a−it ) + V it (st︸ ︷︷ ︸
ignore
))]
=
T∑
t=1
E(st,ait,a−it )∼p(st,ait,a−it )[(∇φ−iQ
i
t(st, a
i
t, a
−i
t )−∇φ−iQit(st, ait))
(Qˆit(st, a
i
t, a
−i
t )−Qit(st, ait, a−it ))],
(32)
where Qˆit(st, a
i
t, a
−i
t ) is is an empirical estimate of the Q-value of the policy. 
D SOFT BELLMAN EQUATION AND SOFT VALUE ITERATION
Theorem 2. In a symmetric game with only one equilibrium, and the equilibrium meets one of
the conditions: 1) the global optimum, i.e. Epi∗
[
Qit(s)
] ≥ Epi [Qit(s)]; 2) a saddle point, i.e.
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Epi∗
[
Qit(s)
] ≥ Epi iEpi−i∗ [Qit(s)] or Epi∗ [Qit(s)] ≥ Epi i∗Epi−i [Qit(s)]; where Q∗ and pi∗ are the
equilibrium value function and policy, respectively. The PR2 soft value iteration operator defined by:
TQi(s, ai, a−i) , r i(s, ai, a−i) + γEs′,ai′∼ps,pi i
[
log
∫
a−i′
exp(Qi(s′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′
]
, (33)
is a contraction mapping.
Proof. As following:
Based on Eq. 11 & 12 in Theorem 1, we can have the PR2 soft value iteration rules shown as:
Qipi(s, a
i, a−i) = r i(s, ai, a−i) + γEs′∼ps
[
H(pii(ai|s)pi−i(a−i|s, ai)) + Ea−i′∼pi−i(·|s′,ai′)[Qipi(s′, ai′, a−i′)]
]
= r i(s, ai, a−i) + γEs′∼ps
[
Qipi(s
′, ai′)
]
.
(34)
Correspondingly, we define the soft value iteration operator T:
TQi(s, ai, a−i) , r i(s, ai, a−i) + γEs′,ai′∼ps,pi i
[
log
∫
a−i′
exp(Qi(s′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′
]
. (35)
In a symmetric game with either one global equilibrium or saddle equilibrium, it has been shown
by Yang et al. (2018) (see condition 1&2 in Theorem 1) that the payoff at the equilibrium point is
unique. This validates applying the similar idea in proving the contraction mapping of soft-value
iteration operator in the single agent case (see Lemma 1 in Fox et al. (2016)). We include it here to
stay self-contained.
We first define a norm on Q-values as ‖Qi1 − Qi2‖ , maxs,ai,a−i |Qi1(s, ai, a−i) − Qi2(s, ai, a−i)|.
Suppose ε = ‖Qi1 −Qi2‖, then
log
∫
a−i′
exp(Qi1(s
′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′ ≤ log
∫
a−i′
exp(Qi2(s
′, ai′, a−i′) + ε) da−i′
= log
∫
a−i′
exp(ε) exp(Qi2(s
′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′
= ε + log
∫
a−i′
exp(Qi2(s
′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′
(36)
Similarly, log
∫
a−i′ exp(Q
i
1(s
′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′ ≤ −ε+log ∫
a−i′ exp(Q
i
2(s
′, ai′, a−i′)) da−i′. There-
fore ‖TQi1 −TQi2‖ ≤ γε = γ‖Qi1 −Qi2‖. 
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